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In this paper we study the asymptotic behaviors of the likelihood ratio criterion 
(Tp)), Watson statistic (Tg) and Rao statistic (Tg’) for testing H,: c E a/ (a given 
subspace) against H,,: p $ V, based on a sample of size n from a p-variate Langevin 
distribution M,(R, K) when K is large. For the case when K is known, asymptotic 
expansions of the null and nonnull distributions of these statistics are obtained. It 
is shown that the powers of these statistics are coincident up to the order K-'. For 
the case when K is unknown, it is shown that T$)> Tp’> Tg in their powers up 
to the order IC-‘. 0 1952 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A random vector x in RP of its length jjxll unity is said to have a 
p-variate Langevin (or von Mises-Fisher) distribution M,(p, K) if its 
probability element is given by 
b,(K) > - ’ exP(k-p’x) (1.1) 
on the surface S, = {x I x E RP, JjxJ( = (x’x)“~ = 1 }, where p’p = 1 and 
K > 0. The normalizing constant is given by 
Qp(K)= (27E)P" zp,2- *(K) K-"'+I, (I.21 
where Z,(K) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order v. The 
parameters p and K are called the mean direction vector and the concentra- 
tion parameter of the Langevin distribution, respectively. 
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Some testing problems for R and K have been studied in Mardia [4], 
Watson [7, 81, etc. In this paper we consider the problem of testing 
Hb”‘;pdJ against H’;“; pt$n/ 3 (1.3) 
based on a random sample x,, . . . . x, from M,(p, JC), where V is a given 
subspace of dimension s. Let B, be a p x s matrix whose columns consist 
of an orthonormal basis of V. Then, we can write Hg’ as p = B,#, 0’9 = 1. 
Here we note that the testing problem in a special case s = 1 and B, = fro 
is Hr’: p = +pO against H\“: g # fRo, and it is not completely coincident 
with the one of testing 
Ho: P=PO against H, : P Z PO. (1.4) 
When K is known, the following two statistics have been proposed in 
Watson [7,8]: 
Likelihood ratio criterion, 
Watson statistic or Rao statistic, 
T’$\=21cnII(Z -BoBo)E.112, 
P 
where 2 = (l/n) CT= 1 xi. When K is unknown, we consider the following 
three statistics: 
Likelihood ratio criterion, 
Tfl= {u~(J~)/u~(IT)}~ exp{n(R II&Jill - 12 llf41)); 
Watson statistic (Watson [7, 8] ), 
T$!, = {nlZ/A,(R)} ~~(Zp-BoB~)~I12; 
Rao statistic, 
Here I? and R are the maximum likelihood estimators of K under H&@ and 
Hb”‘” H(S) respectively. Letting A,(K) = (dfd~) log a,(~), Ic and R are given 
by the soh,t~ions of 
A,(~) = II&Al and A,(R) = II% 
respectively. The statistic Tgi is analogous to the one (Hayakawa [3]) for 
testing ( 1.4). 
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We note that the likelihood ratio criteria TLi for (1.4) are given as the 
ones obtained from Tfj by replacing /lBbjill by &R. Watson [7, 81 
obtained asymptotic null and nonnull distributions of some statistics for 
(1.3) and (1.4) in both the situations where n is large and K is large. For 
the situation where n is large, further asymptotic results have been obtained 
by several authors. Chou [l] obtained asymptotic expansions of the null 
and nonnull distributions of Tc{. Hayakawa [3] obtained similar 
asymptotic expansions of the null and nonnull distributions of Tpi’ and 
T&‘, and made numerical comparison of the powers of these statistics. 
Watamori [5] obtained asymptotic expansions of the null and nonnull 
distributions of Tls,’ and T&{. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behaviors of TFj, 
T$\, and Tg,! when ti is large and n is fixed. In Section 2 we give some 
basic results on asymptotic expansions when K is large. In Section 3 we 
obtain asymptotic expansions of the null and nonnull distributions of Tt!, 
and T&. It is shown that the powers of these tests are coincident up to 
the order K-~. In Section 4 it is shown that Tk,’ 3 Ttj b T$ in the powers 
of the three criteria up to the order K-‘. 
2. BASIC RESULTS ON ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
In this section we give some basic results in obtaining asymptotic 
expansions of the distributions of test statistics when K is large. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let up(K) be the normalizing constant of the density (1.1) 
and A,(K) = (d/dK) log ap(K). Then 
(i) A,,(~)=1--~~-‘(p--1)+~~~~(p--1)(p-3)+~(~-~), 
(ii) UJK) = (271) (P--1)/2K-(P--1/2eK[1 -@Q- l)@-3) 
+&K-*(P+l)(p-1)(p-3)(p-5)+O(Kp3)]. 
Proof: For a proof of (i), see Watson [7]. Letting v= 4 (p-3) and 
~,(K)=u,(K), it is known (Watson [6, p. 1911 that Y”(K) S&fit% KY:‘+ 
2(v + 1) yk - KY, = 0. (ii) is obtained by looking for the solution of the form 
y,= (2K)“+’ K -“+‘e”{l+C,K-1+C2K-2+ . ..}. 
Let x1, ,.., x, be a random sample of size n from M,(p, K). As a sequence 
of the alternatives, we consider 
p=(B(#+K-“26) IIB,e+K:-“*6((-’ 
= (&,6+K-“*6)(1 +2K-‘A)-l’*, (2.1) 
where 8 and 6 are any fixed vectors, not depending on K such that 0’8 = 1 
and B&S = 0, and 1= $5’15. It may be noted that (2.1) is a typical setting for 
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local alternatives. Let B, : p x p--S and 0, : s x s - 1 be the matrices such 
that [B,,B,] and [Q O,] are orthogonal matrices. Let 
z=&B;(G.-~‘%), w=&&;B;X, (2.2) 
and for j= 1, . . . . n, let 
zj=& B;(xj-ti-“%), Z,=zj+ B;6, 
uj = 21c( 1 - WB;x,), J 
(2.3 1 
IV,= u 0; B;xj. 
Note that for s = 1, w  = 0 and wj= 0 (j= 1, . . . . n). 
The characteristic function of z and w  can be expressed as 
$,(tl, t2) = E[exp(it;z -t it;w)] 
= exp( - ,,,& it; B’, 6) 
x b,(u lb+ hv2 tB,t, +B,Q,t,)lOlq,t~)}“. (2.4) 
Using Lemma 2.l(ii) we obtain an expansion of +Jtl, t2), 
$Jt,, t2)=exp{~i2(t~t,+t~tZ))[1 -$K-‘(2(p- l)i2t;tI 
+ 4(p - 1 + 21) J;; i6’B, tl + 4(iiYB, tl)’ 
+4i3n-“26’B,t, -t’,t, +n-‘(i2t’,tl)* 
+4&i3G’B,t,~t;t2+2i4t;tI.t;t2 
+ 2(p- 1) ni2t;t, + (i2t;tz)‘} + O(KF)]. (2.5) 
Inverting (2.5) itself and (2.5) with t, = 0, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under (2.1) the probability density function of z = 
fi B;(% - IC-*‘~~) and w = fi 0; Bbjz can be expanded as 
~,-s(Z)~s-,tw)~1 +K~‘(b,,(z)+bn*(w)+b,,(z, w)> +O(~C-~)], (2.6) 
where d,-,(z) = (27~-(p-“J’~ exp(- t z’z), 
b,,(z)= --in-‘[-(p-s)(p+s-4)-8J. 
+4{n(p-l)-p+s-2+2n3,} &6’B;z 
+4n(6’B,z)2+2(n(p- l)-p+s-2) z’z 
+ 4 J;; i5’B1zz’z + (z’z)‘], 
bn2(z)= -in-‘[-(S-1)(2(p-l)n-s-1) 
+2((p-l)n-s-~)w’w+(w’w)~], 
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and 
bn3(z,w)= -inP1[2(p-l)(s-l)-4,/;;(s-1)6’B;z 
-2(s- l)z’z-2(p-s) w’w 
+ 4 J;; S’B; z . w’w + 22’2. w’w]. 
Further, the marginal probability density function of z can be expanded as 
q$-,(z)[l +K-1b,I(z)+O(K-2)]. (2.7) 
LEMMA 2.3. Under (2.1) the probability density function of Z= 
CZ 1 > .*-, z,] and W= [w,, . . . . w,] can be expanded as 
~(,-,,..(Z)~,,-,,..(W) l++, w)+ob-2)]~ 
i 
(2.8) 
where 4(,-,)x,W = @I- n(p--sw etr(- j ZZ’), b(Z, W)= b,(Z)+b,( W)+ 
b,(Z WI, 
b,(Z)=$ n(p-s)(p+s-4)-t8nl 
[ 
- 4(s - 3 + 21) c tr e,&B’, Z - 4 c (tr ej6’B; Z)’ 
I i 
- 2(s - 3) tr Zz’ - 1 (tr eje;z’Z)2 
- 4 c (tr ej6’B, Z) tr ejejZ’Z , 
i 1 
b,(W)=i 
[ 
n(s-1)(2p-s-3)-2(p-s-2)tr WW’ 
-x(treje;W’W)’ , 
j 1 
and 
b,(Z, W)=Q 2n(p-l)(s-1)+4xtrejS’B’,z 
J 
+2(s-l)trZZ’+2(p-s)tr WW 
-4xtrej6’B’,Z.trejej’W’W 
- 2 C tr eje,Z’Z . tr ejei W’ W . 
i 1 
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Here ej is the column vector of dimension n whose jth element is one and 
others are zero. 
Proof. The probability density function of 2 and W can be expressed 
as 
x [l +K-‘(bll(Zj)+b,*(Wj)+b*,(Zj, wj)> +“(u-2)]- (2.9) 
Therefore, the result (2.7) is obtained by using 
‘ltZ) = C bll(zj), b2( w, = C b12(wj)9 
i i 
and 
LEMMA 2.4. Under (2.1) it holds that 
(i) uj=Z~~j+wjwj+~~-1(Z~lZj+~~~j)2+Op(ic-2), 
(ii) IlS(J = 1 + K -‘d, + u-*cl* + O,(d), 
(iii) (I&$([ = 1 + IC- ‘6, + c’d* + 0,(u-2), 
where J?= [Z,, . . . . 2,], P,=n-‘l,l;, I,=(1 ,..., l)‘, P,=I,-P,, 
i1= -~nn-‘{tr~P,~:‘+tr WP,W’}, 
J2= -in-’ C (Zj%j+ w/-‘wj)’ + i n-*(tr ZP,Z’ + tr WP, W)* 
+ 4 n-‘(tr TZP,Z’+ tr WP, W’)(tr ZP,.? + tr WP, W’), 
+ +-’ (tr E?+tr WP, Wj, 
a2= -in-’ C(Zi%j+w,‘wj)2+in-2(tr WPOw’)* 
+ $ n-*(tr Z?+ tr WP, W) tr WP, w’. 
Proof. Note that 
xj=CB~BOICB~BOI’xj 
=B1B;Xj+B,[6 S,][e @l]'BbXj 
= B,K-“‘%~+ B&K-“*wj+ B,88’B;xj, (2.10) 
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and hence 1 = rc-‘(5jZj + wjw,) + (O’SbXj)‘. This implies (i). The results (ii) 
and (iii) are obtained by using (i) and (2.10). 
Lemma 2.1(i) and Lemma 2.4(ii), (iii) imply the following stochastic 
expansions for k and r;;. 
LEMMA 2.5. Under (2.1) it holds that 
(i) IZ=~,{K+~,+~.-‘E~}+O~(K~~), 
(ii) c=c,{K+c,+K-'C2}+Op(K-*), 
where SO= -i(p-l)i;‘, E,= -~~/~,+~(p-1)-.‘(p-3)Lil, and Fis 
are the ones obtained from 2;s by replacing 2;s by dis. 
3. TESTS WHEN K Is KNOWN 
First we derive asymptotic expansions of the distribution of T$, under 
a sequence of the alternatives (2.1). The statistic T$, can be expressed in 
terms of z as 
T$?,, = mc(B; 5)’ B, X 
=(z+&B;6)‘(z+JlB;ii). (3.1) 
Therefore, we can write the characteristic function of T$,, as 
‘Y,,(t)=J~~~~exp{it(z+&B16)‘(z+&B~~)} 
x q&,(z){ 1 + K-lb,,(z) + O(K-2)} dz. (3.2) 
Considering the transformation from z to 
we obtain 
xE,{l+~-~b,,((l-2it)~‘~~y 
+((l-2it)-‘-l)&B;6)}+O(KP2), (3.3) 
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where the expectation with respect to y is taken under N,-JO, I,-,). After 
calculating the expectation in (3.3), we obtain 
2itnl 
Y&(t)=(l -22it)-(P-S)/2exp - 
( 1 1 - 2it 
X 1 +i ,i ~j(le2it)-j+O(Km2)], 
[ /=o 
(3.4) 
where 
ro=(p-s){p-1-fn-1(p-s+2)} 
+2{n(p-l)-p+s}A+6nA*, 
rI= -(p-s)(p- 1 -n-‘(p-s+2)) +2(p-s)A.-8n1*, 
r2= -in-‘(p-s)(p-s+2) 
-2{n(p-l)-p+s-2A};1+4n12, 
r3= -2(p-s+2)5 
rq= -2ni1*. 
Inverting this characteristic function, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under a sequence of the alternatives (2.1) the distribution 
function of Tgo can be asymptotically expanded as 
~(T$~;;bx)=P($(nl)<x) 
+ k ,i rjP(XJ+*j(nJ-) < X) + O(K-*), 
,=o 
(3.5) 
where f = p-s, -$ (0) denotes a noncentral X2-variate with f degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter 8, and rls are given by (3.4). 
Letting 6=0 in (3.5), we obtain an asymptotic expansion of the null 
distribution of T$, in terms of central X*-variates, 
(3.6) 
683/42/2-4 
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where f =p-s and 
F,=(p-s)(p- 1 -$n-‘(p-s+2)}, 
i,= -(p-s){p- 1 -n-‘(p-.3+2)}, 
r”,= -$I-‘(p-s)(p-s+2). 
Next we consider the distribution of <F,j under (2.1). Using Lemma 2.4, 
we can expand -2 log Tri in terms of 2 and W as 
-2 log Tf,j = q&?) + K-‘q,(p, W) + O(K-*), (3.7) 
where 
qo(z) = tr ZPJ?, 
4AZ W) = $ n -‘(tr ZP021)(2 tr WP, w’ + 2 tr 2F- tr 2P,2’). 
By using Lemma 2.2 and Eq. (3.7) the characteristic function of 
- 2 log Tti can be expanded as 
yh&) = (27yeP-m 
s s 
. . . etr(itzP,F - $ ZZ,) 
x { 1 + K- ‘(it&@) + b,(Z))} dz + O(8), 
where g1(2) = $ n-‘(tr 3P02’){2(s - l)(n - 1) + 2 tr 22 - tr ZPJ). 
Consider the transformation from Z to 
Y=[z-((1-2it)-‘-l)B;61;]r-‘, (3.8) 
where r= (1 - 2it)-‘/’ P, + P,. Then we can write Yf,j(t) as 
2itnA 
!Ptd(t)= (1 -22it)-(P-SM2exp - 
( > 1-2it 
xE,[l+Ic-‘(it~,(Yf+(1-2it)-‘B;61~) 
+b,( YT+ ((1-2it)-‘- 1) $61:)) + 0(x-‘)I. (3.9) 
The expectation in (3.9) is taken under the normal random matrix Y whose 
elements are independently distributed as iV(0, 1). Calculating the expecta- 
tion in (3.9) and inverting the resultant characteristic function, we have the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Under a sequence of the alternatives (2.1) the distribution 
function of - 2 log T ti can be asymptotically expanded as 
P(-2log T~~<x)=P($(nl)<x) 
+ -& ,i h,P($+.(nl) <x) + O(tc-‘), (3.10) 
J=o 
where f =p-s and 
h,=$n-‘(p-s)(p+s-4)-21{p-s-(p-s)n}+6nL2, 
h,= --in -1(p-s)(p+s-4)+23,(2p-s-1-(p-l)n}-8n12, 
h2 = -2A(p - 1) + 4nA2, 
h 
3 
= -zn2A2 
As a special case of Theorem 3.2 we obtain an asymptotic expansion of 
the null distribution, 
P(-210g T$<x)=P(&,<x) 
+g(ntc)-‘(p-s)(p+s-4) 
x {P(X~_,~x)-P(X~-,+2~X))+O(K-2). (3.11) 
This result imlies that TtJ = -2p log T$$ gives a better X2-approximation, 
since 
P(-2plogT&~)=P(&~<x)+O(lc-~), (3.12) 
where p=l+a(nrc)-‘(p+s-4). 
It may be noted that the asymptotic results for the likelihood ratio 
criterion Fi? for ( 1.4) are the same as the ones for Tpi with B, = pO. 
Now we compare the powers of T$ and T$ with a level of significance 
a. From (3.6) and (3.10) it is possible to obtain asymptotic expansions for 
the powers. An expansion for such powers has been obtained by 
Fujikoshi [2] (the coefficients c1 and c2 in (3.3) of his paper should be 
read as c, = b, +ii, and c 2 = b, + 265, f - ’ - ii2, respectively). Applying his 
result to (3.6) and (3.10) we obtain the following theorem. 
THJSXEM 3.3. Under a sequence of the alternatives (2.1) the powers /I$),-, 
and /Iti of T$,, and Tfi, respectively, with a level of significance a are 
coincident up to the order K- ‘. Further, p$& (or p$) is given by 
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fig = P($(nl) 2 x ) a 
-; CUP-l)n-(p-s)+3nA) 318/+z(x,;nl) 
+ f(p-s+2)-nl 
i I 
Agf+&,;nl) 
+n12gf+6(&; nA)l + OW2), 
where f = p - s, x, is the upper a point of $, and g,(n; nA) is the probability 
density function of XT (nl). 
Theorem 3.3 shows that the differences between the powers of T$, and 
TfA are small when K is large. 
4. TESTS WHEN K IS UNKNOWN 
In this section we compare the powers of Tpj, T$ and T$, up to the 
order K- ’ under a sequence of the alternatives (2.1). iet 
U=trZ’+tr WP, W and V = tr ZP,.?/U. (4.1) 
Using Lemmas 2.1 (ii), 2.3, and 2.4 it is shown that 
= V+kq(%, W)+Op(K-2), (4.2) 
where 
1 
q(Z, W)=$ d 
{ 
g-& (2, - 2’) + (5,/c& - &/al). (4.3) 
1 
Similarly we have 
= v+; d.z w+2n(;- 1) { uv= I + o,(K-2), (4.4) 
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and 
= v+i d-z WI+ 2n(;- 1)i UV2(V- 1) + O,(Ic-2). (4.5) I 
From these expressions it is easy to see that the asymptotic distributions of 
Tti, ptj, and T(‘) w1 are the same as the one of a noncentral beta variate 
P 1,2/1,,,,(0) with fi, f2 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter 19, 
where 
fi = p-s, f2=(P-l)(n-l), tl=nl. (4.6) 
Now we consider asymptotic expansions of the distributions of these 
statistics up to the order JC-~. The characteristic function of Ftj can be 
expressed as 
qy$t) = E e”V 
[ 1 
1 +i [itq@, W) + b(Z, W)] 
II 
+ O(c2). (4.7) 
Here the expectation in (4.7) is taken under the normal random matrices 
Z and W whose elements are independently distributed as N(0, 1). Evaluat- 
ing (4.7) and inverting the resultant one, we can obtain the form, 
+lb K 1,2f,.1,2Jj(x; 0) YL(X, 0) + OW1)~ (4.8) 
where b 1,2/1, I,2r2(x; t?) is the probability density function of jIIizr,, r,,(0). 
Since our interest is the comparison of powers, we will not try to obtain an 
explicit expression for yL(x, 0). The characteristic functions of F$ and !?$)I 
can be expressed as 
!P#)= Pg(t)+i Yu,*(t)+o(K-*) (4.9) 
and 
!P$(t)= !P$t) + f Y&(t) + O(c2). (4.10) 
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(YR*(f) = ir
WP- 1) 
E[ei’WV2], 
P&(t) = It 
WP-1) 
E[ei’vUV2( v- 1 )]. (4.11) 
Therefore, we obtain the distribution functions of Tki and 79, as the (4.8) 
replaced yr(x, 19) by 
YRLT 4 = YJX, 0) + YR*(X, 0) (4.12) 
and 
Ywk 0) = YdX, 0) + rbb, 0 
respectively. Here v.*(x, 0) = y;(x, 0) or y&(x, 0) is defined by 
Y.*(X, 0) b,,2f,,~,&; e) = ib’ {A j-y, e-““Y3t) dt} dx. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
In the evaluation of (4.12), we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that the probability density function of (U, V) is 
(4.15) 
where gf and hlzfi, 1l2f2 are the probability density functions of XT and 
P w!fl, 1/2f2 = P 1/2f,. 112f2(0)y respectively. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that (U, V) has the density function (4.15). Then, 
for any negative integer m 
x IF, ~f,+k+m;~fl+~f2+k+m;it , 
> 
where (a),=a(a+ l).,.(a+m-1) and (a)o= 1. 
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Proof. Using the expression (4.15) we have 
E[e’*VU] = $ ,-e 
k=O 
g (fi +f2 + 2k) 
s 
1 
X 
&tub 
112fi + k, 1,2f@) dv 
0 
=k~oe-e$(h+f2+2k) 
x ,F, ;j-,+k++&+k;it). 
Differentiating the both sides of this result with respect to t, we obtain the 
required result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the assumption of Lemma 4.1 it holds that 
xl O” s s - 02n -m eFirr(it) E[e”VUV’] dt dx 
= -x’Y(fi +fd b~,zfi,~,2& 0) + 2’%,,+ 1,1,zf2@; @I. (4.16) 
Proo$ It is well known that z,F,(a+l;p+l;z)=P[lFI(a+l;B;z)- 
,F,(cr; fl; z)], and the characteristic function of a central beta variate 
8 I,2fi,,,2f2 is ,F,($f,; ffi + i f2; it). Hence, from Lemma 4.1 we have 
The left-hand side of (4.16) 
x {P(P1,2fi+k+m.1,2/2- 1 ’ ‘+--P(f%,2f,+k+m-1,1/2f~ GX,). 
Further, using a partial integration method, we have 
which implies (4.16). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let #, pi/, 
Tgj, and T$\ 
and /3gJl be the powers of test statistics T :I, 
with a level of sig@iicance a under a sequence of the 
alternatives (2.1), respectively. Then 
and 
where f, =p-s, f2 = (p- l)(n - l), 8=nl, v, is the upper a point of 
1/2/l. l/2/2’ and b 1,2fi,1,2/2(v; 0) is the probability density function of 
v7-fl, 1/2.f$). 
Proof: From (4.8), we can write the null distribution of Ff,) as 
where yL(x)= yL(x; 0). This implies that the upper a point of rft/ is 
expressed as 
V La=v1---1yL(vI)+O(lc-2) 
in the term of v,. Using this expansion of vLsl we obtain 
Similarly we obtain the expansions of /?$ and /I$.), , which are given from 
the one of /?fj by replacing yL by yR and yw, respectively. Therefore, using 
(4.12) we have 
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where yg(u,) = yz(v,; 0). Further, from Lemma 4.2 it follows that 
y;(uol; e) = - x2 
NP- 1) 
which proves the first result of Theorem 4.1. Similarly we can prove the 
second result of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.1 shows that, neglecting the term of the order K-~, the power 
of the Rao statistic is greater than that of the likelihood ration criterion, 
which is also greater than that of the Watson statistic. 
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